Keeping It Sacred is...
A center for the exploration of texts and rituals that are accessible, relevant, and
empowering. Our mission is to inspire bold, joyful, meaningful living.
We nurture curiosity, deepen compassion, and inspire personal and collective
action to bring more light, more justice, more love, and more joy to our world.

We are:

We are committed to:

A 470-member community with an active
weekly newsletter readership of 140, and small
but mighty and mission-aligned staff.
A community that spans 11 time zones with
active membership in the US, Brazil, the UK,
South Africa, Mauritius, Hong Kong, that is
expanding every month.
Affectionately known as The KITS Community in
memory of founder Rabbi Heather Miller’s
beloved grandmother, Fruma “Kit” Endler, who
always made sure ancient traditions were
accessible, relevant, and empowering.
A community of people who values the unique
experiences each individual brings into our
spaces.
A diverse group with people participating from a
variety of ethnic, cultural, religious and
socioeconomic backgrounds, various
generations, sexual orientations, genders,
nationalities, educational levels, professional
backgrounds, and interests.
A community who affirms that our diversity is
our strength.

A radically inclusive ethic.
Approaching our work for spiritual wellness through
a trauma-informed lens.
Agile flexibility to respond to participants’ interests
in topic matters and learning experiences.
Offering our programming free of charge to uphold
the value of accessibility with voluntary financial
contributions accepted and greatly appreciated.

Some of our most popular
programming has included our:
Weekly Talmud for All Classes
Weekly Healing Circle
Rabbis of the Talmud Series
Signature Access Judaism Classes
Monthly Shabbat Services
Interfaith Passover Seders
Comprehensive High Holy Day Programming
Musical Hanukkah Celebrations

We offer:
Over 150 LIVE learning sessions & holiday
observances each year.
Webcasts and Podcasts full of content including
our People Keeping It Sacred series as well as
our A Bit About…the Holidays series.
LIVE and pre-recorded interfaith dialogues on
timely topics.
Lifecycle rituals, spiritual counseling, and
consulting services.
Actions and statements of solidarity supporting
our deep-rooted value placing human dignity at
the center of all that we do.

We can be found:
On the web at: www.keepingitsacred.com
On Facebook: Keeping It Sacred
On Instagram: @keepingitsacred
Via email at: info@keepingitsacred.com
We look forward to connecting!
Rabbi Heather Miller, Founder
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